Abstract. This paper proposes a novel method to see-through occlusion and automatically focuses on object with high-level imaging quality using camera array. Even with the amazing perspective identity, synthetic aperture imaging still suffers from blurs and disturbance caused by occlusion. The novelties of the approach include: (1) Rather than using the direct observed images to achieve synthetic aperture image, this paper raises the idea to synthesize edge image, which synthetic binary images after edge detection. (2) Based on the special data identity of camera array, this paper proposes an "Auto-Cut" segmentation idea, which could upgrade interactive cut method, such as GrowCut, GrabCut and Graph Cut, to a totally automatic method. (3) This paper proposes an automatically selecting the focal depth method which could yield a convincing estimation even under serious occluded situation. The feasibility of our approach is experimentally demonstrated. A multi-view images based improved synthetic aperture imaging system has been set up, and experimental results with qualitative and quantitative analysis demonstrate that the method can improve imaging quality and resist occlusion in challenge scene.
Introduction
Occluded object imaging is a challenging problem in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition, and it plays a significant role in the application of camera array. By using synthetic aperture imaging, camera array could seethrough occlusions like dense crowd or foliage, when we synthetically "focus" this virtual lens on objects behind occlusions. Artifacts often occur when synthesizing occluded areas in each view, see Fig.1(b) . Prevalent imaging system usually tries to solve degraded imaging problem by building a denser and larger virtual lens camera array which unnecessarily increases the hardware expense. Many cut and alpha matting algorithms inspired the idea of labeling the occluded areas and synthesizing only visible areas to upgrade imaging quality, either of each asking for a manual trimap or interactive seeds. Under the SAI translation condition, calibrated images from camera array could focus on any objects when the focusing depth is obtained. Previous method simplifies this problem within un-occluded object situation and hypothesis that low variance at a depth plane implies that a number of features are aligned and thus an object is present; However, visibility analysis masks the original images which make each pixel of synthetic image averaging from different number views, therefore make the variance evaluation incomparable. This paper proposes a novel system that can make visibility analysis and see-through occluded object automatically with improved imaging quality, see Fig.1(c) . Inspired by the work of Neel Joshi [1] , which ingeniously take the uniqueness of camera array captured data and computed a trimap based on synthetic variance image to later matting process, we propose an idea of upgrading the regular manual cut method to an automatic algorithm on the synthetic image. Afterward with the known parallax we could project this segmentation result to each view and mask the occluded pixels. Rather than sweep a synthetic variance focal plane through the scene, we scan a synthetic edge image to automatic select focal plane. The result is an automatic algorithm that avoid troubles like computing the background depth and reconstructing the 3D scene at a more arbitrarily environment. Additionally, it could significantly improve the image quality.
The main contributions of our paper are as following: (1) the paper proposes a new synthetic aperture imaging model, synthetic edge images, which could provide special information for later process. (2) By observing the unique multi-view from camera array, we modify the interactive grow-cut to totally automatic algorithm, which could get rid of user input. (3) This paper presents a method through synthetic edge imaging to estimate the depth of occluded object in the scene, when traditional method could not give an accurate estimation. (4) We design a new multi-view synthesis method, where only interested pixels put into a synthetic process which efficiently promote the imaging quality and remove unnecessary blurs. (5) We design an improved synthetic aperture imaging framework which could handle occlusion situation with no approximation of background, which for the first time integrate color and edge information together.
In the next section, we will discuss some of the related work in this area. In section 3, we will present our occluded object perspective automatic imaging algorithm and propose two improved synthetic imaging model. Lastly, we present experimental results with UCSD multi-view database in section 4, followed by a discussion of our method and our conclusions.
Related Work
Followed by the pioneer work of Levoy et al, who proposed the concept of synthetic aperture imaging, quite a few camera array capture systems have been built to promote the development of computer vision and computer graphics: the Stanford multi-camera array [2] , the SAIIP camera array [3] and the U of Alberta camera array system [4] . Concerning the new identity of data from camera array, researchers take efforts to improve the performance of synthetic aperture imaging itself meanwhile they also explore new approach to solve some existing challenges like image-based rendering, natural video matting, high speed videography and synthetic aperture tracking.
Vaish et al. [5] created a simple but robust procedure to calibrate camera arrays, known a plane + parallax framework, which totally replaces the full metric calibration. Despite the perspective view ability is fantastic, averaging method also lead to ghost image with ungraded quality. Wilburn et al are the first to set effort to solve the ghost problem [6] . Through computing the temporal variance of each pixel of every view in a time interval and creating a binary mask to identify the visibility, the method works well when static occlusion against moving objects after training. This resembles our work in spirit, in that it using a binary mask to instructive imaging process, but it differs from our method in that it need training process and require the static occlusion. Pei et al. [7] refine the synthetic aperture image method through background subtraction. By labeling the occluded areas in each camera, encouraging result is yield when it applied in scenes with moving occlusion.
Image cut is an old problem which has been research for almost half a century. Works like Graph Cut, GrabCut and GrowCut have been put into practical use. Graph Cut is a combinatorial optimization technique, which was applied by [8] to the task of image segmentation. By treating the image as a graph where each pixel as a graph node, the global optimization can be efficiently computed by maxflow/min-cut algorithms. However, it needs user to specify object and background seed pixels. The Graph Cut method then has been extended by GrabCut [9] , which introduce the concept of iterative segmentation scheme. But it is also an interactive algorithm which calls for user draws rectangle around the object of interest. The GrowCut [10] method combines the advantages, distributed between the mentioned methods (multi-label segmentation, N-dimensional images processing, speed high enough for interactive segmentation), and offers more -algorithm extensibility by varying the automaton evolution rule, more interactivity and user control of the segmentation process. Therefore, we use GrowCut in our occluded cut system. Despite all the priorities of the GrowCut method, it's still need the aid of users. It seems like the bottleneck of all cut problems which are all under intuitive user interaction scheme even with outstanding performance.
Neel Joshi for the first time use the camera array to automatically matte in the natural scene which is a good example to take advantages of the unique data identity. The system uses high frequencies present in natural scenes to compute mattes by creating a synthetic aperture image that is focused on the foreground object, which reduces the variance of pixels reprojected from the foreground while increasing the variance of pixels reprojected from the background.
High-quality occluded object auto-imaging
Our work is similar with the method above in spirit, which we used data identity of camera to provide part of intuitive seed before cut. Where our work differs is as follow: Rather than only variance, we combine variance and synthetic edge image to generate the trimap which direct the following segmentation; after segmenting synthetic image which focused at the occlusion by Auto-GrowCut, we use the known parallax to label occlusion; different from scanning higher order statistics (i.e., variances) of image measurements and computing the depth of minimum variances, we synthesis images (i.e., means) on edge images. Specifically, our algorithm proceeds as the Fig.2 shows, which mainly include two parts: Visibility analysis by using auto-GrowCut and occluded focal plane estimation. In the first module, by extracting the edge information of original images for each view, we could combine the traditional Synthetic Aperture Imaging model and Synthetic Edge Aperture Imaging model which this paper proposed to construct a trimap. Then the trimap can be input to GrowCut Algorithm and eliminate the corresponding pixel on the reference view. Based on the known parallax, such segmentation can be projected to each view. In the second module, as the Fig.2 shows, by re-extracting the edge information of masked images for each view, we automatically find the object depth plane and apply the effective SAI to remove the effect of occluders on focal depth plane. The per-pixel running time of the algorithm (including the computation of the edge detection and the trimap) is linear in the number of cameras in the array. We will first describe the two new synthetic aperture imaging method, as they form the core of our contribution. Discussion of the whole steps of the algorithm implement and its result is deferred to section 4.
Synthetic edge aperture imaging
Given n images of a scene, we consider the following traditional synthetic aperture imaging equation of a given scene point p:
Where I i (p) corresponds to the intensity of point p recorded in image i and H i denotes the homography required to project I i on the desired focal plane. And then I SA (p) is the synthetic aperture image of a scene point p and H i • I i reference the projection of image I i on to the focal plane. The intensity is changing smoothly in two dimensions original observed images and have large similarity area. Synthetic aperture image, usually refer to the first-order moments (i.e., mean) of image, is sharp and clear on the focal plane while blur and aliasing off this plane. Common method prefer to use higher order moments (i.e., variance) value to evaluate the clarity, which pixel on this plane is relatively small near to zero while off this plane is quite large. This method suffers from two problems, which make it invalid on some situation. At the segmentation process, when the scene have large similarity area in color, pixel belong to different object would have same color value which cause the variance is unexpectedly small. When upgrading the variance image to trimap, it would have error areas which have relative small value while they belong to background. The other problem is that when original images are masked in the visibility process variance would be incomparable in a synthetic image. Some pixels could be seen by all views while some pixels could be seen by several views. In this sense, when sweeping the scene to find focal plane, some relative small variance value pixel could not only mean it is well focused and it would be could be too barely in visible level to arouse high variance.
So we introduce the concept of synthetic aperture edge images. In order to maintain the continuity, we choose "canny" operator to extract the edge information of each image. Then we construct the synthetic edge image equation: 
where E i is the edge images of each view and E SA is the synthetic edge image. Since E i is binary image which only reflect the structure in each view and eliminate the disturbance of color. Under this circumstance, how could this synthetic model would be better than above method? By synthesize binary image, the well-focused points would be show extremely near to 1, see Fig.4(d) , which could exactly meet the GrowCut input need. Such points can be label as foreground seeds. On the other hand, by synthesizing edge image in each depth, we could clearly find that focal plane would gather more focused points. So we could count the number of focal points to estimating the focal plane. Moreover, since we use the first-order moment measurement of the edge image, well-focused point would also be relatively high to 1 when areas of some views have been masked.
Effective synthetic aperture imaging
After visibility analysis, we obtain images which eliminate pixels of occluders. We promote the synthetic model to be a more effective synthetic aperture imaging, where we synthetic after calculating a visibility level map at focal plane, so-called visibility analysis. Follow equation is the improved synthetic imaging model: where visible(p, depth) is based the visibility analyzing map, who is a function of point p of a given scene and targeting focal depth. We reproject each point p to each corresponding point in every view and judge whether it is belong to masked area or view area. In the Eq.3, mask(I i ) = 1 means it is a visible point and the intensity of this point could be used to synthesize. Fig.3 illustrates the key diagram of this imaging model, the upper three grids(3*3) represents three multi-view images from camera array after parallax compensation, where the dark squares represent the masked pixels and the digits mean the pixel value. After counting the visibility levels(1 − 3) for each pixel and summing each valid pixel up, we could achieve a occlusion removal image by taking division for each part. Finally, we experiments demonstrate such synthetic model would highly improve the imaging quality.
Experimental Results
We test our results on the UCSD/Light Field data base: Trees scene and Santadoll office scene, which contain 120 different views of a single scene. The central view #60 is defined as the reference camera and we use views from #40 to #80 to automatically remove the blurs of foreground objects and achieve high-quality imaging on the target object. We will demonstrate our results for each step and compare it with traditional synthetic result.
After extracting edge information from each view, we could find that the well focal point would be synthesized from all edge points(value 1) whose value should also be 1, see Fig.4(d) .So we label these points as the foreground seeds which instead the user input. Moreover, we refer to the color variance image to label points whose value higher than 5000. Therefore, we compute a trimap automatically to instruct following GrowCut, as Fig.4(e) . By serving this trimap into standard GrowCut algorithm, we can get cut result as Fig.4(f) . Such segmentation could be directly masked the corresponding pixel on reference view. Then use the parallax to reproject these pixels on each view, Fig.5(a) . Again, we re-extract the edge on the image after visibility analysis, Fig.5(b) . By scanning this space with tiny step near to far, we calculate the number of well-focused points for each depth and sign the first maximum number show at the best focal plane, see Fig.5(c)(d) .
Under the occlusion, traditional estimation which prior define some square as the A, B, C, D Fig.6(a) right and sum the variance value of all square across depth to find the depth of minimum value would provide ridiculous result, as the Fig.6(a) left. Despite these squares are all belong to target, some show a maximum value while others show a minimum value because of the different visibility level. Therefore, their sum could not provide a convincing result.However, in Fig.6(b) ,we could see that estimation on synthetic edge image would be more accurate and stable result than estimation based on color variance value.
We also test our algorithm in the other multi-view data from this data, which captured a santa-doll in the office scene. Fig.7 shows the results of our whole procedure. From the comparison of (d) and (e), we could see that our Highquality imaging could effectively remove the blur caused by occlusion.
Conclusion
We have presented an automatic system for high-quality occluded object imaging using camera array. In the visibility analysis process, we propose an "AutoGrowCut" algorithm which works well on difficulty scenes without user input. By raising the synthetic edge model, robust focusing depth estimation could be made even under occlusion. The experimental results show that our method can synthesize the occluded object completely clear.
